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PRESS RELEASE
ETA Hosts Hands-On Training and Certification Workshops at
IWCE
Get the best of both worlds at one co-located event: ETA Education Forum & International
Wireless Communications Expo in Las Vegas. Over 350 leading manufacturers will exhibit at
the event, and attendees will have the opportunity to take part in ETA’s Education Forum
hands-on fiber optics and electronics training workshops and certification testing.
Greencastle, Sept. 14, 2014: Education Forum is the focal point for technical and educational
professionals to discover emerging technologies, network and collaborate with fellow
technicians and educators, have access to training and speaking sessions with industry experts,
as well as gain continuing education credits.
ETA has commitments from industry leaders for the 2015 Education Forum to provide hands-on
training workshops including: Light Brigade’s Fiber 1-2-3 training with ETA Fiber Optics Installer
(FOI) certification; Ira Wiesenfeld and Associates’ General Communications Technician, Levels 1
and 2 training, with ETA’s General Communications Technician (GCT-Lv1, 2)) certification; Dover
Telecommunications Systems’ Distributed Antenna Systems training with ETA’s Distributed
Antenna Systems (DAS) certification as well as Interference Hunting training with ETA’s Radio
Frequency Interference Mitigation (RFIM) certification; Fiber To The Antenna (FTTA) training and
ETA certification by Dr. Tommy Bonner, FOT; and Associate Certified Electronics Technician
(CETa) training and ETA certification by Fred Weiss, CET.
Penton’s 38th annual IWCE expo, one of the industry’s largest conventions for two-way radio
manufacturers, will take place March 16-20 at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
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ETA has had a steady presence at IWCE in past years, offering certification testing and
partnering to provide the IWCE’s student Job Fair, including an annual scholarship for an ETA
student member to attend IWCE.
“ETA looks forward to co-locating with IWCE to bring world-class training and certification in the
latest technologies to technicians from around the world gathered in Las Vegas,” said ETA
President Teresa Maher, CSS.
Attendees will register through IWCE’s website to select their training package and will receive
access to the IWCE show floor and special events with their conference badge. ETA will offer
certification testing at the conclusion of hands-on training courses offered by ETA’s partners.
About ETA: Since 1978, ETA has issued over 150,000 professional certifications that are widely
recognized and frequently used in worker job selection, hiring processes, pay increases and
advancements and are often required as companies bid on contracts. ETA certifications are
accredited through the International Certification Accreditation Council (ICAC) and align with
the ISO-17024 standard. ETA’s certifications are personal and travel with the individual, regardless
of employment or status change and measure competencies of persons, not products or
vendors. www.eta-i.org
Download this press release at – www.eta-i.org/pr/ETA_Hosts_HandsOn_Training_and_Certification_Workshops_at_IWCE.pdf
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